India, 18th March 2013

Matrix certifies hazel Infotech's Telecheck as an accurate and
easy call accounting solution for ETERNITY range of
IP phone systems.
The Integration team at Matrix has tested and certified the Telecheck – telephone monitoring and management software
from Hazel Infotech Limited as fully compatible and integrated CAS solution for its ETERNITY range of IP phone systems. As
a result of this integration, businesses keen on cost savings will gain additional control over telecom resources. With the
use of Telecheck CAS tool with Matrix ETERNITY IP phone systems, organizations can keep track of all the calls placed or
received through the phone system.
“Matrix ETERNITY is the advanced IP-PBX offering combination of trunks and users/subscribers for Analog, Digital, IP and
GSM networks. ETERNITY IP-PBX is loaded with the range of cost saving features such as least cost routing, GSM network
support, call budgeting, automatic call back and many more. Besides, ETERNITY also has buffer memory of 12000 calls
for call logs and users can get the print of these records.” said Ruchir Talati, Product Manager – Enterprise Phone Systems
for Matrix.
“In response to the need of modern businesses for more call controlling and management tools, Matrix identified the need
of integrating ETERNITY with leading Call Accounting Solutions available in the marketplace. We selected Hazel Infotech for
its good performance and comprehensive solution for cost accounting.” continued Ruchir Talati.
“With this integration, ETERNITY IP phone system users will get additional call controlling and management flexibilities and
will be able to implement cost control policies, customize cost allocation, detect toll fraud, verify overbilling, record call
events and in turn increase employee productivity through resource optimization.” concluded Ruchir Talati.
“Hazel Infotech is pleased to partner with Matrix in building an enhanced telecheck version optimized to maximize the
benefits of ETERNITY IP phone systems. Telecheck is noted for being readily deployable with CAS, and with many
additional capabilities, Matrix users can expect to achieve the best performance from their ETERNITY IP phone systems and
earn returns many times over on their telecheck investment” said Nikhil Daftary, Vice President – Development at Hazel
Infotech.
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Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and
Security solutions for modern businesses and
enterprises. An innovative, technology driven and
customer focused organization; the company is
committed to keep pace with the revolutions in the
telecom and security industries. With around 30% of its
human resources dedicated to the development of new
products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products like
IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP Gateways and
Terminals, GSM Gateways, Access Control and TimeAttendance Systems, Video Surveillance System and Fire
Alarm Systems. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable
and conform to the international standards. Having global
foot-prints in Asia, Europe, North America, South
America and Africa through an extensive network of
more than 500 channel partners, Matrix ensures that the
products serve the needs of its customers faster and
longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of more
than 350,000 customers representing the entire
spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many
international awards for its innovative products.

Hazel Infotech Limited (HIL) is a new generation
software product development company. We are a
part of 'Groupe Veritas' [GV] - a multifaceted group
with a global presence, strong capital base and upto-date infrastructure. Manned by over 650 highly
intellectual professionals and years of experience in
multiple vertical domains in line with GV's
corporate guidelines, HIL's software products are
specifically designed by keeping in mind the
organization/industry requirements and the
possible shortcomings therein. HIL's organizational
structure has been developed to compete
effectively in the ever-changing Indian market, HIL's
strategic framework is based on 4 core values customer focus, operational excellence, product
leadership and people. HIL strongly focuses on its
organizational objectives such as improved
performance, competitive advantage, integration
and high-quality customer service.
http://www.hazelinfotech.com

To find out more about Matrix's products and to learn
more about the various solutions offered by Matrix to
optimize business processes through effective
communication solutions, visit the company website,
www.MatrixComSec.com
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